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Deploying Application elements to a different SharePoint envir-
onment

Once you have created a K2 Application in a SharePoint List or Library, you can create a package of the K2 Application
elements. This package can then be deployed to lists or libraries in other sites, web applications, site collections or a
completely different SharePoint environment. This topic describes how to use the K2 package and deployment tools to
create and deploy packages.

Permissions
To create and deploy a package of the artifacts of a K2 for SharePoint List or Library, ensure that the user deploying the
package has the following rights in the target K2 environment.

l Export Rights in K2
l SmartObject Publish rights. A check is performed to validate if SmartObject Publish rights have been set on spe-
cific SmartObjects that have been generated in the K2 Application.

Included and Excluded Artifacts
The following table lists the K2 artifacts that are included or not included in deployment packages created with the Pack-
age and Deployment tool. You can assume that anything not explicitly listed as included in this table will not be
included in the deployment package andmay need to bemigrated from the source environment to the target envir-
onment separately using the appropriate tools or interfaces for that component.

Note that the actual artifacts included in the package are based on selections used when the package is created, and
you may need tomanually add or remove selected items from the package depending on the artifacts used in your
application. K2 will attempt to do a “best guess” as to all the K2 artifacts required for your Application but you should
always double-check the artifacts identified by K2 for inclusion.

K2 Artifact
Included in P and
D Package?

Notes

Data -
SmartObjects

Yes Even SmartObjects used by the workflow will be included.

Workflows Yes When workflows were created outside of the SharePoint Application
designer environment (for example with K2 Designer or K2 Studio), you
may need to select those workflows manually for inclusion in the package.
If they are somehow referenced, P and D will discover the dependency and
auto-include them.

Forms and
Views

Yes Only SmartForms Forms and Views are included in the package. Custom
user interfaces created with another technology are not included.

Custom
SmartForms
Controls

Yes As of K2 4.6.9, custom controls are included in the package.

Reports Yes Only the generated reports for the Application are included by default. If
you have created custom Forms and Views for reporting purposes, you
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may need to select those items manually. Any custom reports created with
another technology (such as SSRS) will not be included in the K2 package.

SmartBox
SmartObject
Data

User Configurable SmartBox SmartObject data is excluded by default. This can bemanually
configured during package creation. Packaged data can then be included
or excluded when deploying the package.

Roles Yes Roles are deployed as empty. You need to add Rolemembers after deploy-
ment.

Service
Objects

Yes

Categories Yes
Service
Instances

By Reference Only* SharePoint Service Instances (along with SAP, Salesforce, and all other Ser-
vice Instances) are included by reference only. In other words, the package
contains the GUID or SystemName of the Service Instances required by
the SmartObjects in the package. If a service instance is found on the target
that matches by service instance Name or GUID, it is automatically selected
and you cannot select a different Service Instance. If nomatching Service
Instance is found it will show up as a missing reference.

Custom Ser-
vice Instances

Yes Only Custom Service Instances built using the Smartobject Service SDK can
be inlcuded in the package.

Service Types
and Service
Brokers

By Reference Only* Service Types and the associated Brokers must already exist in the target
environment

Environment
Library Fields

By Reference Only* Environment Fields other than Miscellaneous (Misc) need to exist on the
Target. Miscellaneous fields are included in the package.

Workflow Per-
missions

No The deploying user account automatically gains Admin rights on the work-
flow. After a workflow is deployed, use the K2 Management site or K2 Work-
space to set workflow permissions for the deployed workflow definition.
This only needs to happen the first time a workflow is deployed since work-
flow permissions are version-agnostic.

Custom Ser-
vice Brokers

No Any customizations must be copied over and installed on the target K2
environment using the appropriate deployment mechanisms for those cus-
tomizations.

Custom
SmartForm
Themes

No Any customizations must be copied over and installed on the target K2
environment using the appropriate deployment mechanisms for those cus-
tomizations.

CustomWork-
flowWizards

No Any customizations must be copied over and installed on the target K2
environment using the appropriate deployment mechanisms for those cus-
tomizations.

* By Reference Only means the definition of the item is not included, only a reference to the item to ensure it exists on
the target environment.

How to Create a Package using K2 for SharePoint
A K2 Package can be created from the K2 Application option of the SharePoint List or Library
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Caution
When using the Package and Deploy tool to create or deploy a package in K2 for SharePoint, do not click the Back
button in the browser to navigate back. Doing somay result in increasedmemory usage on the K2 server due to ses-
sion management. The correct way to cancel out of the Deploy Package screens is to click the Cancel button at the
bottom of the screen.

Step 1: Create Package
Select theCreate Package option from the Packagemenu. A list of the K2 artifacts associated with this list or library
will be presented.

Step 2: K2 artifacts
All K2 artifacts for the list or library are pre-selected. SmartBox data is excluded by default. Click on the SmartObject
and use thePackage Data/Exclude Data option to enable or disable the data packaging for that SmartObject. Click
Next to continue creating the package.
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If Validation warnings occur, hover over the Statusmessage for more information. When Validation errors are repor-
ted, click on the artifact presenting an error and use theDetails button, or double click on the artifact for more inform-
ation. Errors must be fixed before the package can be created.
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Step 3: K2 Service Instances
K2 Service Instances may also be included in the package as additional items. We recommend that service instances are
packaged by 'Reference Only". Click on the Exclude option to change the Status of the service instance fromAdd to
Package to Package by Reference. Some K2 Service Instances are automatically excluded and packaged by ref-
erence only. System Items may also be listed by clicking on the Show/Hide System Items option.
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Variables can be added to the Package to help configure service instances, and workflow process Data and XML Fields.

Adding a Variable:
1. Click on theAdd option of the Package Fields/Variables screen.
2. Fill in theVariable Name and aDescription that identifies what the variable is for. Click on the Type drop

down and select the data type. If there is a known value of this variable for the deployment environment, enter
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that in theDefault Value text box.

Assigning Variables:
1. To assign a variable to a field, select the service instance or workflow Data/XML field and click on the Edit Prop-

erties button. Select one of the properties and click on theAssign Variable button.
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2. You can either add a new variable, or use an existing variable.

3. After clicking on theOK button, the variable will be assigned to the property. Scroll down and click on theOK
button to close the Edit Properties window.

ClickNext to continue to the creation of the K2 package.
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Step 4: K2 Package file
You may now save the created K2 Package file.

How to Create a Package using the Microsoft Management Console
Step 1: K2 Package and Deployment
Open K2 Package and Deployment from Start > All Programs > K2 blackpearl > K2 Package and Deployment

Step 2: Create
Ensure that the relevant Server is highlighted. Select Create a New Package from the Actions pane on the right.

Once theCreate Package window has loaded, enter the name of the package in the Package Name text box, plus a
description of what will be defined within the package. Use theBrowse button to navigate to the location where the
package will be saved.
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Step 3: Add Items
1. Click onNext to navigate to theAdd Itemswindow.
2. ClickAdd Items. The K2 Package and Deployment tool will query the K2 Server and compile a list of K2 artifacts

which can be packaged. The status of all artifacts which are currently checked out will bemarked with a red
exclamation mark. If K2 artifacts are not checked in, K2 Package and Deployment will not be able to reference
them for packaging.

3. Expand the SharePoint node and browse to the list or library you want to package. Select the K2 Application arti-
facts (SmartObjects, Forms, Workflows and Reports) that must be included in the package.

Note
You do not need to package the artifacts in theManagement node as these are automatically created when the K2
Application is registered on a SharePoint site. It is also not necessary to package any specific Environment Fields
when creating a package of K2 for SharePoint.
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Step 4: Finish
ClickOK and Finish to create the package.
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How to Deploy a Package using K2 for SharePoint
A K2 Package can be deployed from the K2 Application option of the SharePoint List or Library.

Caution
When using the Package and Deploy tool to create or deploy a package in K2 for SharePoint, do not click the Back
button in the browser to navigate back. Doing somay result in increasedmemory usage on the K2 server due to ses-
sion management. The correct way to cancel out of the Deploy Package screens is to click the Cancel button at the
bottom of the screen.
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Step 1: Deploy Package
Click on theDeploy Package option from the Packagemenu item. The Deploy Solution package window will then
show. Browse to where the K2 Package was saved and select the file. Click onOpen to continue.

Step 2: Artifacts
The K2 Package will now load, and the artifacts within the package will be analyzed.
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Step 3: Columns
Once the package is loaded, theColumns configuration screen will show. If the List or Library columns of the des-
tination environment match the source environment, then the screen will automatically navigate to theAdditional
References.

Use the destination Column drop down to select thematching column in this environment, or use theClick here to
edit link to open the List or Library Settings screen so that you can add the required column. Use theRefresh button
after changing settings so that the new properties are available.

Note
If you select a Column object that does not match the original List or Library, a warning will display informing you of
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what columns aremissing from the target.

Click onNext once all the Columns show asOK in their Status property.

Step 4: Additional References
Once theColumns configuration is finalized, theAdditional References configuration screen will show.

Use theConfigure button tomake any changes that are needed for this local environment. If SmartBox data was
included in the package and you configure the parent SmartObject to use a SmartObject already deployed to the tar-
get environment (Use Existing), configure the SmartObject Data artifact toDo not Deploy to keep the data of the
target environment, orOverwrite to write the packaged data to the target environment (overwriting the data already
there). When deploying SmartObject Data artifacts with a new SmartObject (Create New) you have the option to
Deploy orDo not Deploy the data.

If you have changed the configuration, then click on theRefresh button to re-analyze the artifacts in the package.
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Tip
Some Service Instances are package specific and are not configurable. The drop down for those Service Instances will
be grayed out.

When all the Additional References and Service Instances are correctly configured, clickNext to continue.

Step 5: Variables
If there areVariables configured within the K2 Package, use this screen to edit the value of the variable tomatch this
environment. ClickNext to continue.
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Step 6: Summary
A summary of the deployment will now display. If there are any issues, use theBack button to navigate back to the
screen where that item can be configured. If everything is correct, click on theDeploy button to start the deployment
of the package to this environment.

Step 7: Working
While the package is being deployed, theWorking on it screen will show.
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Step 8: Report
Once the package has been deployed, a summary report will show. If any errors occurred they will be reported here.
Use theDownload Log File button to save a local copy of the deployment log (the log file can be used to
troubleshoot an issue. Click onOK to conclude the deployment process.

If any artifacts failed to deploy, use the log file to investigate what the problem is. Once the problem is resolved (i.e. the
Mail Server is back online), click on theRetry button to re-deploy the package.

How to Deploy a Package from the Microsoft Management Console
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Step 1: Environment
Requirement:On the target environment install K2 for SharePoint and deploy the K2 Application to the App Catalog
using the AppDeployment.exe available in [Install Directory]:\Program Files (x86)\K2 blackpearl\K2 for SharePoint 2013
Setup. Create the exact same list or library (column names, fields and content types must match) in the target envir-
onment. You do not have to integrate into the list or library, just add the K2 App and run the configuration on the tar-
get environment, this will create a required service instance for you to rebind the service object to. If the target
SharePoint environment’s site is not set up tomirror the source SharePoint environment at deployment, missing ref-
erences will be encountered and will need to be resolved before the package can be deployed.

Step 2: K2 Package and Deployment
Open K2 Package and Deployment from the Start menu. Select Deploy Package from the Actions pane on the right.

Use theBrowse button to locate and load the K2 Deployment Package into the Select Package dialog screen.
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Step 3: Deploy Package
ClickNext. TheDeploy Package window will open. You will need to assign variables, resolve conflicts, and solve
dependency issues at this point. If your site and portal have the same name you will not see any missing references or
conflicts.

The following will show as missing references and will need to be remapped if your site or portal names are different:

l Service Objects: The SharePoint List or Library will show as a missing reference andmust be rebound to the
matching SharePoint List or Library in the target environment. If for example the source environment is https://-
portal.denallix.com and in the target environment you map it to https://sales.denallix.com, then the service
instancemissing reference also needs to bemapped to same service instance for https://sales.denallix.com. In
the Properties column, right click on themissing Reference, select Configure, then expand the tree to open the
SharePoint environment objects screen to select the object to map that property to in the target environment.
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l When selecting the list or library to bind to, all lists and libraries on the site where the K2 app has been deployed
to will display.

l When resolving conflicts at deployment time, only the following items shown as missing references can be
resolved on the screen

l The List itself which will open the tree view
l The service instance
l Fields although shown as missing references, cannot be remapped, they are there only to show which
fields aremissing, and will be removed after a matching list is chosen, If a list with missing fields has been
selected the correct fields missing references will automatically bematched and will disappear and the
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missing ones will still show as missing references.

System artifacts are linked to SmartObject associations and should already exist in the target environment. If they
show as a missing reference, configure them to use the existing ones.

1. Check that all needed artifacts and dependencies have been checked for inclusion in the deployment package.
The total number of items to be deployed appears in the lower left corner of the window.

2. All conflicts must be resolved before the package can be deployed to the new environment. If a conflict cannot
be resolved, the artifact or dependency causing the conflict must be de-selected. Once all conflicts have been
resolved, run the Analyze All option to update the tool's internal status check.

Step 4: Deploying
1. Click Next. K2 Package and Deployment will interrogate both the K2 artifact definitions and the K2 environment

to be deployed to.
2. TheDeploy Package – Deployingwindow will load. This is a list of the packaged items and their readiness

status. The time taken to deploy the package’s artifacts and dependencies will be shown in the right-hand
column once deployment is complete. Where a status icon to the left side of a deployed item shows a green
check mark, the item has been successfully deployed.
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Note
Deployment times may vary depending on the size of packages to be deployed. To avoid inconvenience, it is
recommended that large packages are deployed only after regular working hours.

3. If an artifact fails to deploy due to circumstances beyond K2 Package and Deployment's control, a red exclam-
ation mark will be displayed next to the artifact that fails to deploy:

4. If such a deployment failure occurs, double-click on the artifact responsible to view an explanation for the failure:
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5. When the reason for the deployment failure has been rectified, click on theRetry or Retry All link next to the
relevant artifact or dependency to re-attempt deployment.

Caution
If the K2 Server has been rebooted since the deployment of the package, using the Retry option will not work.

6. If a deployment log needs to be created and saved, click the Save Log button. The Save Aswindow will open,
allowing you to re-name and save the log file.

7. Close theDeploy Package – Deployingwindow. This will conclude the deployment process.

Editing a Package
Editing a package will allow you to update the artifacts in the package or add new artifacts to the package. When edit-
ing a package, you only need to select the artifacts that have changed. For example, if columns are added to a
SharePoint List or Library and the SmartObjects and forms in the K2 Application are regenerated, customized or mod-
ified, you can select these in the edit package and they will default to create new versions and these can then be over-
written in the package.

The same is true at deployment time: select themodified artifacts in the package that you want to deploy.

Considerations
1. K2 for SharePoint 2013 has a much lighter footprint in SharePoint compared to previous SharePoint integ-

rations. In prior SharePoint integration, K2 had custom web services using SharePoint APIs to integrate with
SharePoint. With K2 for SharePoint 2013, K2 only integrates with Microsoft CSOM brokers and presents the
user interface using an iframe. Missing references in a deployment are purely due to this integration, as the ser-
vice object is based on the names, internal names, guid etc. of the list columns. Some of these will never be the
same on the target site. Package and Deployment is therefore used to remap them in order to deploy a working
SmartObject.
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2. If custom view and forms are used, the term store and term set GUIDSmust bemanually set after deployment.
3. If you package a K2 App where the SmartObject Property is based on a taxonomy field (ManagedMetadata) the

Term Store and Term Set will not be included in the package. The user must ensure that the target environment
is setup correctly with the necessary Term Store and Term Sets.

4. Categories in SharePoint - when deploying across environments, renaming of categories will occur. For example:
On the source Environment (http://portal.denallix.com/)
You Integrated K2 with a list called “Sales”
Your category structure will resemble the following:

l SharePoint
l Portal.denallix.com

l Lists
l Sales

l Sales Smo1
l Sales Form1
l Etc.

On the Target Environment (http://sales.denallix.com/sites/main)
You deploy your package, and rebind your list to “SalesX”
Your category structure will resemble the following:

l SharePoint
l sales.denallix.com

l Lists
l SalesX

l Sales Smo1
l Sales Form1
l Etc.

Note
1. The artifact names will still contain the original lists name.
2. When clicking on your list ‘SalesX’ and then the K2 Application icon, the Artifact page breadcrumbwill

still show as ‘Sales’ list as this is based on the category name.

5. In certain scenarios when remapping to a list or library that does not match the definition in the source envir-
onment the SharePoint field items will remain in conflict. You will need to cancel the package, fix the definition
and then deploy the package again.

6. If multiple servers are added to the K2 Package and Deployment console, ensure that all the servers are running
the same version of K2.

Artifacts included in the K2 Package
K2 Package and Deployment can package the following K2 artifacts created in the context of K2 for SharePoint:

l K2 SmartObjects
l K2 Forms
l K2 Workflows
l K2 Workflow Reports

Artifacts not included in the K2 Package
K2 Package and Deployment will not package the following:
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l SharePoint Lists or Libraries
l SharePoint items (data in the list or libraries)
l SharePoint fields, columns or content types
l SmartObject data
l Report data

Caution
Do not rename the system names of SharePoint auto-generated SmartObjects, views and forms.

Important considerations about deploying Application elements
This topic provides important information on deployment and re-deployment of application elements.

Data
If you have generated Data (SmartObjects) for a SharePoint List or Library and then subsequently make changes to
that List or Library (for example adding or removing a column), the generated SmartObject will be out of sync with the
changed List/Library. To fix this, you need to re-generate the SmartObject to sync the changes. See the K2 for
SharePoint 2013 User GuideChanges to a SharePoint List or Library Structure topic for more information.

In practical terms, SmartObjects are not version-aware and any Forms, Workflows or other items that make use of a
SmartObject will always use the latest deployed version of that SmartObject. While this is normally not a problem if you
are adding properties or methods to a SmartObject, deleting or changing an existing SmartObject property or method
might affect existing Forms or Workflows.

Forms
While K2 retains an audit trail of Form and View changes, in practical terms Forms and Views are not version-aware and
the latest deployed version of the Form/View will always be used. When Forms are associated with a workflow (for
example to start the workflow or in a User Task), the workflow will always use the latest version of the deployed Form.
Workflow versions are not bound to Form versions and existing workflow instances will use the latest deployed version
of Forms and Views.

Workflows
When a workflow is deployed, a new version for the workflow is created and this new version will be set as the default
workflow version when starting new instances of the workflow. Workflows are version-aware and any existing
instances of the workflow are not automatically upgraded to the new version; they will continue to run on the version
of the workflow that they were started against.
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Terms of Use

Acceptance of Terms
THIS DOCUMENTATION IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMSOF USE ("TOU"). SOURCECODE TECHNOLOGY
HOLDINGS INC. RESERVES THE RIGHT TO UPDATE THE TOU AT ANY TIMEWITHOUTNOTICE. THEMOST CURRENT
VERSIONOF THE TOU CANBE REVIEWED BY CLICKING ONTHE "TERMSOF USE" LINK IN THE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Copyright
©2008-2015 SOURCECODE TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. SOURCECODE SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS ARE PROTECTED BY ONE ORMORE U.S. PATENTS. OTHER PATENTS PENDING. SOURCECODE, K2, K2
BLACKPEARL, K2 SMARTFORMSAND APPIT ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKSOR TRADEMARKSOF SOURCECODE
TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS, INC. IN THE UNITED STATES AND/OROTHER COUNTRIES. THE NAMESOF ACTUAL
COMPANIES AND PRODUCTSMENTIONED HEREINMAY BE THE TRADEMARKSOF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS.

Third-Party Integration
SOURCECODEMAY MODIFY, ADJUSTOR REMOVE FUNCTIONALITY IN THE K2 SOFTWARE IN RESPONSE TO
CHANGESMADE TO VERSIONSOF THE RELEVANTMICROSOFTOROTHER THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS. THIS
DOCUMENTATIONMAY PROVIDE ACCESS TO OR INFORMATIONONCONTENT, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES FROM
THIRD PARTIES. SOURCECODE TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS INC. IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FORAND EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMSALL WARRANTIESOF ANY KINDWITH RESPECT TO THIRD-PARTY CONTENT, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES.

Notice regarding content of this documentation
WHILE EFFORTSWEREMADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATIONCONTAINED
IN THIS DOCUMENTATION, THE DOCUMENTS AND RELATED GRAPHICS CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENTATION
COULD INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIESOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. SOURCECODE TECHNOLOGY
HOLDINGS INC. MAY MAKE IMPROVEMENTS AND/OR CHANGES IN THE DOCUMENTATIONAT ANY TIME AND
WITHOUTNOTICE. ERRORSAND INACCURACIESMAY BE REPORTED INWRITING TO DOCUMENTATION@K2.COM
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